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Y SCAN 200 NS
▸ It's interesting to evaluate SR versus the Y position of the track 

▸ Used the beam spatial spread not the Y scan.  
together with high stat. sample it allows to have  
lots of statistic for the few pad range scan. . 

▸ The particular column (#5) was used for the SR evaluation
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Y SCAN 200 NS
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RESIDUALS
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION VARIATION 
▸ Multiplicity varies vs track entering position 

▸ Is it a main reason for the resolution variation?  
in other words - how much will the increased RC (increased multiplicity) help? 

▸ Will increased RC help a lot? The second and third pad charge will be larger, the 
PRF will be wider -> measured more accurately. Need some quantification? 
▸ The resolution for the pad center will slightly decrease
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Track go over pad center

Leading pad

Second pad Third pad
 is very small —> small uncertainty 

of f will cause large uncertainty of x
df /dx

PRF = f(x)

Track go over pad border

Leading pad Second pad

 is very large —> large uncertainty of 
f will cause very small uncertainty of x
df /dx

PRF = f(x)
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RESIDUALS
▸ In the analysis residuals are built per column 

▸ As presented at slide 4 the residual shape varies a lot vs. the position of the track 
entering the pad 

▸ Summing up all of them cause non-Gaussian “average” residuals in the top row 
▸ Bin residuals with track entering position? Not enough statistics. Only high stat. samples allow to 

do this
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TRACK FITTING WITH PRF
▸ What do we use now? 

▸ For each cluster we fit the track position with 

▸ Then we fit all the clusters with with curved track 

▸ The problem of the proper uncertainty treatment was discussed many times
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χ2
row = ∑

row [
acol

row − PRF (Xpadcol
row − Xtrackcol)

σacol
row

]
2

, a = q/qcluster, σq = q

PRF = f(x)
example:

Leading pad

Second padThird pad

▸ Assume the charge uncertainty is dominated by 
pedestal uncertainty  

▸ For each pad we can compute 
  and  

▸ Uncertainty of x could be computed based on  
 

▸ Finally for each cluster with N pads we will have N 
position measurements with uncertainty 

▸ Fit them with curved track as before 

▸ Feature: we could check  and decide if the 
hypothesis is correct

σp

f = qpad /qcluster σf = σp /qcluster

σf

σx = (df /dx)−1 σf

Δx /σx
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SUMMARY
▸ The resolution variation over the track entrance position was observed 

▸ The variation is pretty large 

▸ The PRF shape is responsible for such effect 
▸ The increased RC will make the PRF larger and gain second/third pad charge 

▸ The new method of the PRF using 
▸ Take into account PRF shape for proper uncertainty treatment 

▸ The uncertainty estimation could be easily checked!
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INTRO
▸ The beam test of the HATPC prototype with MM1  

was taken successfully at DESY 

▸ High energy electron beam was used 
▸ 1-5 GeV, most of the data with 4 GeV 

▸ Gain scan with MM voltages 330 - 400 V 

▸ Y and Z position scan (in the detector plane and along drift distance) 

▸ 0, 20, 30, 45, 60, 80 degree MM rotation
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CHARGE COLLECTION
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CHARGE COLLECTION
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MULTIPLICITY
▸ The multiplicity with the voltage: 

all histoes are normalized to 1
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION
▸ The pad response function: 

▸ Goes down to zero. Stops at last bin because of the 50 c.u. threshold 

▸ Become much more smooth with iterations 

▸ More precise position estimation
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION
▸ Use the beam position scan over Y axis 

▸ Presenting the average result over all columns 

▸ The result is pretty uniform! 
the residuals are not becoming wider!
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▸ It's interesting to evaluate SR versus the Y position of the track 

▸ It was expected to have better resolution for tracks crossing the pad borders  
comparing to tracks crossing the pad centre 

▸ The resolution amplitude is ~100 um
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Y SCAN 412 NS
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION VS COLUMN
▸ The lower drift distance sample demonstrates the significant dependence of the 

SR vs the column 
CoC  method 
PRF method
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION VS COLUMN
▸ Example of the SR vs column scan over Z position
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PRF SHAPE
▸ For the baseline I used polinomial fit 

▸ Gaussian Lorentsian  function is another option to fit the PRF 

▸ The PRF still improves the result over CoC  
but the PRF shape is not becoming smooth (e.g. slide 7) 
the result is worse comparing to polinomial fit
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CoC 
PRF

4 GeV/c 360 V  430 mm 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PRF() =
1 + a2x2 + a44x4

1 + b2x2 + b4x4

PRF() =
exp [−4ln2(1 − r)x2/w2]

1 + 4rx2/w2



NO CHARGE UNCERTAINTY
▸ As the uncertainty on the charge is not trivial 

we could completely remove them from the fit 

▸ We will trust all the pads 

▸ at the moment we are trusting more leading pads 

▸ Surprisely I got the resolution worse than with a baseline. 
while expected better result 

▸ Will investigate further 
probably we are trusting too much pads with extremely low charge -->  
they are biasing our fit 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χ2
row = ∑

row [
acol

row − PRF (Xpadcol
row − Xtrackcol)

σacol
row

]
2 CoC 

PRF

Iteration 0 Iteration 19
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WHM VS GAUSSIAN
▸ The residuals are not Gaussian --> tails are pushing sigma to the higher value 

▸ It looks like sum of two Gaussians (not very accurate selection? different effects?) 

▸ It could be the effect of summing the residuals over positions in the pad (slide 10) 

▸ WHM shows more dependence on the drift --> closer to our expectations 
Even as   the resolution is betterWHM = σ 2 ln 2 ≈ 1.17σ
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sigma WHM WHM

CoC 
PRF

Thiner Gaussian 
this would be taken as resolution 
in case of WHM

Thicker Gaussian
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SUMMARY
▸ Lots of scans are performed 

▸ Some artefact were observed that need further investigation 

▸ In general the detector shows good performance in different regimes 

▸ Spatial resolution improvement study was done 
▸ Polynomial description of the PRF is better then Gaussian-Lorentzian 

▸ Removing charge uncertainty is not improving the result 

▸ Before we trust more the leading pad, now, probably we are trusting too much pads with low 
charge 

▸ Have several ideas how to estimate uncertainty, will implement soon 

▸ The residuals seems to be convolution of two Gaussians.  
WHM describes the width of the thiner one and shows larger dependence from distance  
—> the behaviour we expected
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PUZZLES FROM THE PLOTS ABOVE
▸ Better resolution and better charge with higher drift distance  

▸ Surprisely high dedx resolution at 370V at 412 ns (low stat?)
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION VS COLUMN
▸ Could it be an effect of the sloped track? 

▸ Beam line could be slightly sloped wrt to MM 

▸ It will cause the difference os the drift distance  
at 1st and last MM column 

▸ Imagine the difference is at level of sub cm 

▸ Sample with the drift distance ~1 cm will be sensitive to this effect  
but the sample with ~10 cm drift will not 

▸ To check this, I plotted X position (column) vs the time for leading pad only 

▸ No significant effect found, but 1 time bin corresponds to ~3 mm drift  
could be not sensitive enough. Will perform track by track analysis
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION VS COLUMN
▸ It could be also an effect of the magnetic field 

▸ the track is banded --> at the end it enters pads with some angle that could 
spoil the resolution a bit 

▸ The effect is still there even w/o magnetic field
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RESIDUAL SHAPE
▸ The Gaussian fit is not looking like the most optimal 

▸ The difference from the Gaussian is more significant for lower drift distance 

▸ Will test with WHM 
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WHAT DO WE HAVE NOW
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9.5% resolution

Truncated mean: Charge in the cluster:

Charge in the leading pad:

Saturation is observed above 3600 c.u. 

3.1% of leading pads are saturated
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CHARGE COLLECTION

▸ There is still slight dependence between cluster charge and multiplicity  
could be explained now as a fluctuation and a threshold (50 c.u.) effect
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9.28% resolution

cluster charge 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CHARGE SATURATION
▸ Leading pad sometimes meets saturation  

▸ 360 V used as a “nominal” value is not the best one but still not demolishing data  
Percentage of saturated leading pads:
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Leading pad charge 2nd pad 3rd pad 4th pad 

MM Voltage, V 200 ns 412 ns

330 0,4 % 0,2 %
340 0,8 % 0,4 %
350 1,5 % 0,8 %
360 3,1 % 1,6 %
370 8,6 % 3,1 %

Peaking time

By saturation  
I define charge > 3600

4 GeV/c 360 V  430 mm Z 
200 ns .2 T  0 angle
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION
▸ First try was to apply the approach from the CERN beam test analysis: 

1. For each cluster evaluate the cluster position 

▸ for CoC with a weighed mean 

▸ for PRF with a minimisation of 
 
 

2. Fill the graph with the cluster position vs. the column  
position 

▸ uncertainties for the cluster position in the cluster are taken from the prev. iteration 

3. Fit the graph with expected track  path (line/arc) 

4. Fill residuals: 

▸ sigma of the residual --> spatial resolution 

5. Fill the PRF  

▸ Problems? 
▸ Charge uncertainty is base on the observed charge, while this charge come from the amplification 

▸ We trust more the leading pad while it’s less sensitive to the track position
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a = Qcolumn
row /Qcolumn

total Qcolumn
total = ∑

row

Qcolumn
rowχ2

row = ∑
row [

acol
row − PRF (Xpadcol

row − Xtrackcol)
σacol

row
]

2

σQ = Q
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SPATIAL RESOLUTION
▸ Finally the resolution goes below 200 um
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4 GeV/c 360 V  430 mm Z 
200 ns .2 T  0 angle

# iteration

# iteration # iteration

PRF fit quality

Track fit quality: 

Error bars show the RMS of the tracks' fit quality 
The fit quality is stable  
but the error estimation is not looking healthy
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